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Quick guide: How to use BioNet Web Map Services

Introduction
The Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) publishes map data in a variety of web
service formats that may be viewed through standard internet browsers, dedicated map
viewers such as SEED (Sharing and Enabling Environmental Data), integrated into
specialised geographic information system (GIS) software, or programmed directly into
mobile or business applications.
This document provides advice to novice and technical users on how to use and get the
most out of map data services and web map browsers:
Part 1 Quick Start Guide
Simple steps to get you started viewing maps in SEED
Part 2 Technical Guide
Detailed options and instructions for browser and GIS users.
SEED is a data portal that allows users to search for environmental data and display it in a
built-in map viewer.
The map data services offered by OEH are generated using ArcGIS REST Service
technology and include Open Geospatial Compliant (OGC) web services including Web Map
Service (WMS), Web Feature Service (WFS), and Keyhole Markup Language (KML).
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Part 1: Quick Start Guide
Get started by viewing a WMS web service in your internet browser following these simple
steps.

Step 1

Locate a Web Map Service (WMS) in SEED

While there are any number of data catalogues out there, the following instructions are
based on SEED:
•

use a keyword(s) search to quickly locate the data, e.g. enter ‘SVTM’ to find State
Vegetation Type Map products

•

select View on Map to display the data directly in the SEED map viewer, or

•

select View Data to access web service ‘resources’ (see figure below).

Figure 1

Step 2

Select ‘View on Map’ or ‘View Data’

Launch map in a browser

ArcGIS.com Map is recommended for users without GIS software
•

click on the data layer from the search results list

•

click on REST SERVICE (see Figure 2)

•

click on URL

•

click on Acknowledge and Proceed to REST SERVICE

•

click on ‘ArcGIS Online map viewer’.

Figure 2

Step 3

REST Service

Navigate and query the map

After clicking on ArcGIS.com Map, a new browser window opens and the map is displayed:
•

click on the map in the Contents pane to reveal any map layers; for example,
QuickView maps consist of several ‘layers’ – vegetation formations, vegetation classes,
and plant community types (PCTs)
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•

by zooming in, you may find more detailed layers becoming visible. This is because
complex data will slow the map display if you are zoomed out to a large area.

Step 4

Progress to the next level

When you are ready to take it to the next level consider these options.
1. Internet browser users:
Explore the extended functionality of REST Services, ArcGIS.com Map (Section 2.3). Note:
Google Chrome or FireFox are recommended for superior performance.
2. GIS users:
ArcMap (Section 2.5) is recommended for users with ArcGIS. It has options that
‘automatically’ connect to and open the vegetation map. It enables users to spatially inquire
(i.e. click on a point to reveal attributes) on the WMS data.
Alternatively, users can manually connect to the service to view the map via a series of steps
based on the WMS or WFS URL (if available), see figure below.
Click on these to obtain URLs to add a
WMS or WFS connection
(sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7)

Recommended web map
browser for non-GIS users
(section 2.3)

Figure 3

Recommended GIS
application for GIS users
(section 2.5)

ESRI REST Services with recommendations for their use

ArcGIS Explorer and Google Earth are free GIS viewing software, which need to be
downloaded and installed by a user. Both viewers have restricted functionality and generally
only permit map display and zooming between scales. As the internet browser option
ArcGIS.com Map provides many of these options including the ability to combine multiple
map data services, and to search on properties, ArcGIS.com Map is recommended for
users without GIS software.
QGIS is a free and open source GIS system and is a direct alternative to ArcGIS/ArcMap
software for GIS users. While detailed instructions on how to use QGIS are beyond the
scope of this guide, information is provided on how to connect to WMS or WFS in QGIS
(Section2.7).
The table below summarises the various browsers and GIS applications, and their
capabilities.
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Table 1

Browsers and software for WMS/WFS
WMS

Browser/Software

Zoom
(in/out)

ArcGIS JavaScript

✓

ArcGIS.com Map

✓

Google Earth

✓

ArcMap

✓

✓

ArcGIS Explorer

✓

✓

QGIS

✓

✓

WFS

Layer
legend

Modify
transparency

Add
data

Display
attributes

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

Spatial
query

Save
map

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Web Map Service (WMS) is a standard protocol for georeferenced images served over the
internet. The images are sourced from a GIS server. The images may be constructed from
several GIS layers. The image format restricts the user to map display and basic queries,
depending on the functionality of the browser or application. WMS is commonly used to
maximise performance over the internet.
Web Feature Service (WFS) is a more advanced interface that permits requests for
geographical features over the internet. This permits greater functionality whereby a user
can edit and spatially analyse features (unlike WMS). Note that this interface will only be
available for maps with vector data.
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Part 2: Technical Guide
2.1 SEED
The following is a brief introduction to using SEED for displaying and working with Bionet
map data.
As described in Part 1, enter a search term in the search box (see figure below).

Figure 4

Keyword search box in SEED

Select View on Map to view the dataset in the built-in map (see figure below).

Figure 5

‘View on Map’ button in SEED

Click ok for any notifications. The map will display. Under Legend, select the Panel Actions
Menu, then Show Layer List (see figure below).

Figure 6

Selecting ‘Show Layer List’
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The Legend now shows the WMS for the Bionet map, and the layers used to construct it.
Each layer is built from a separate data (map) source. In the figure below, the Keith
Vegetation Formation is displayed.

Figure 7

WMS layers

Zoom in to progressively display the other layers, or select the arrow next to a layer, then
zoom to visible scale. In the examples below, the zoom scale will be set so that plant
community type (PCT) label points are visible; however, first ensure the map is centred in
the viewer, or that you have zoomed to the full extent of the map. This will help prevent
zooming in to the desired scale, but in an area away from the map data.

Figure 8

Accessing menu options for a layer
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Figure 9

Selecting ‘Zoom to visible scale’

The figure below shows PCTs and labels. Click anywhere on the map to reveal the attributes
for that point.

Figure 10

PCTs, labels and attributes

Other map data may be added to the view by selecting I want to… then Layer Catalog (or
Search for Datasets on Map) (see figure below).

Figure 11

Adding a layer
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If, for instance, you would like to determine what PCTs are in a property, you can select Lot
from the list of available layers (see figure below). Click OK.

Figure 12

Selecting ‘Lot’ from ‘NSW Cadastre’

After the layer is added to the viewer, you may click on the map to reveal the attributes of the
map layers. In the figure below, the Lot number is shown.

Figure 13

Attributes for ‘Lot’
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To toggle between layer attributes, select the drop-down list beside Lot. Select Plant
Community Type to show PCT information (see figure below).

Figure 14

Toggling between map layers

Click on HELP to discover more about what you can do with SEED.

2.2 Internet browser using ArcGIS JavaScript
This is the most basic of viewers that is restricted to map display and zoom/pan functionality.
First, you may need to ensure that JavaScript is enabled in your browser and that the
security settings are not blocking display.
By clicking on the JavaScript option, the map should display in a new browser window. In the
example below, the map will display to the full data extent, showing NSW (Keith)
Formations.

Figure 15

ArcGIS JavaScript

By clicking on the zoom arrow, the symbology will progressively change to indicate NSW
(Keith) Classes, then PCTs and labels appear (about 7 clicks in total).
The symbology and labels are shown elsewhere under Legend.

2.3 Internet browser using ArcGIS.com Map
ArcGIS.com Map provides users with a wide variety of basic functionality; for example, you
can change the basemap (satellite, topographic), measure, and view the map legend (and
labels). You can also search for and add layers, as well as search for properties.
After clicking on the ArcGIS.com Map link a new browser window opens to show the full
extent of the map.
By zooming in, the data layers that make up the WMS are displayed at different zoom levels.
You can see the individual map layers by clicking on the arrow symbol next to the map in the
Contents window (see figure below).
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Figure 16

Example of WMS in the ‘Contents’ window

Inactive layers are greyed out. Clicking on the check box will toggle a layer’s visibility on/off.
As you zoom in, inactive layers are progressively displayed and change to active status in
the layer list (see figure below).

Figure 17

Active (displayed) layers in the ‘Contents’ window

Under each layer are options which permit legend display, table display (vector data), and
vector data query via a filter (see figure below).

Figure 18

Layer options
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Note that for vector data, if there are many features the table display option (see figure
below) may take some time to display or may not display at all.

Figure 19

Attribute table option

Use the filter option to search and display (within the table) data values (see figure below).

Figure 20

Filter option

The example in the figures below shows a query based on label records with a PCT ID of 27
(i.e. plant community type number 27).

Figure 21

Example of a query using the filter option
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Figure 22

Selecting ‘APPLY FILTER’ to complete the query

The results of this example are shown below.

Figure 23

Query results

The following example shows how a filter turns other records on or off. The image below
shows PCTs in an area before a filter is applied.

Figure 24

Map display with all records showing
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By selecting a PCT value of 1281 and applying the filter, the other PCTs are no longer
displayed (see figures below).

Figure 25

Applying a query filter

Figure 26

Map display after query filter has been applied
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If you click on a table record, you can then zoom to the corresponding polygon on the map.
The example below shows the second record being selected.

Figure 27

Selecting a table record

Click on the Options pull-down menu and choose Center on Selection (see figure below).

Figure 28

Choosing ‘Center on Selection’ in the ‘Options’ pull-down menu

The selected record is now shown on the map (see figure below).

Figure 29

Display zooms in on the selected record
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To search for and add new layers, click on Modify Map at the top-right of the browser
window (see figure below).

Figure 30

‘Modify Map’ button

This will generate an Add button at the top-left of the window (see figure below).

Figure 31

Selecting the ‘Add’ button for more data options

The following example demonstrates how to search for and retrieve the NSW cadastre layer.
First, select Search for Layers from the Add pull-down menu (see figure below).

Figure 32

Selecting ‘Search for Layers’ from the ‘Add’ pull-down menu

Enter the details as shown in Figure 33, then click GO.

Figure 33

Example of a data search for the NSW cadastre layer

This will generate a list of available layers. Select a layer of interest by clicking on Add (see
figure below).

Figure 34

Results of the data search
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Click on DONE ADDING LAYERS (see figure below).

Figure 35

Clicking the ‘DONE ADDING LAYERS’ button

The cadastre layer should now be visible in the Contents pane and the map display (see
figure below).

Figure 36

Example of a layer (NSW Cadastre) added to the ‘Contents’ window

Building on the previous example where a cadastre layer was added, now enter an address
in the search box near the top-right of the browser window and click on the magnifying glass.
The map will centre on the chosen property and provide a box with the search result (see
figure below).

Figure 37

Searching for a property by entering its address
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By using the cadastre boundary, you now have an indication of what vegetation types exist
on the property. In this example, there are two plant community types (PCTs) – PCT IDs
1281 and 1776.
Choosing to Sign In using the button at the top-right of the screen (see figure below)
provides additional functionality, such as the ability to save your map.

Figure 38

Clicking on the ‘Sign In’ button

Once signed in, you are presented with the option of saving your map (see figure below).

Figure 39

Saving the map

If you decide to save your map, you need to fill in the form, ensuring that an appropriate tag
(e.g. ‘vegetation’) is included.
By saving your map you can edit it later. You may also share it with others.
Rather than searching for and adding a WMS from the map viewer, an alternative is to
navigate to the ArcGIS Online Map website and add the WMS URL to the viewer from there.
First, copy the WMS URL from ArcGIS REST Services. Note that in the example in the
figure below, WFS is not available as this is a raster-based service.

Figure 40

Connecting to WMS from the ArcGIS REST Services Directory

Select and copy the URL (see figure below).

Figure 41

URL of WMS

Select Modify Map to activate the Add button, then choose Add Layer from Web from the
pull-down menu (see figure below).

Figure 42

Choosing ‘Add Layer from Web’
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In response to ‘What type of data are you referencing?’ select A WMS OGC Web Service
(see figure below). (OGC = Open Geospatial Consortium.)

Figure 43

Selecting ‘A WMS OGC Web Service’

Paste the WMS URL into the box and click the ADD LAYER button (see figure below).

Figure 44

Adding a WMS layer using a URL

In a similar fashion, you can add a WFS feature by selecting this service from the menu and
pasting the WFS URL.
First, copy the WFS URL from ArcGIS REST Services by selecting WFS and copying the
URL (see figures below).

Figure 45

Connecting to WFS from the ArcGIS REST Services Directory

Figure 46

URL of WFS
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Go to Add Layer from Web and select A WFS OGC Web Service (see figure below). Paste
the URL into the box and click ADD LAYER.

Figure 47

Adding a WFS layer using a URL

2.4 Google Earth
Google Earth is a web-based map application, currently designed to run on Chrome. You do
not need to download the application. As it is web-based, updates can be applied more
easily. Note that Google Earth uses data services formatted in Keyhole Markup Language
(KML), and there are limitations with KML layers.
Select the Google Earth option from the ArcGIS REST Service page.
A message appears like the one shown in the figure below. Open with the default (Google
Earth). You can also save to file then open within Google Earth.

Figure 48

Opening or saving a map in Google Earth
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In Google Earth double-click on the layer displayed in the Contents window. The full extent
of the map will be displayed (see figure below).

Figure 49

WMS in Google Earth

Use View on the menu bar to turn display options on or off. Use the zoom slider bar to zoom
in so that the other data layers appear. Note that Google Earth may not show vector data if
the data are too complex.
Alternatively, you can first open Google Earth then add the WMS.
Click on Add on the menu bar and select Image Overlay (see figure below).

Figure 50

Adding a WMS to Google Earth

Enter a name for the WMS, then click on Refresh (see figure below).

Figure 51

Entering a name for the WMS
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A button for entering WMS Parameters appears (see figure below). Click on this button:

Figure 52

Clicking on the ‘WMS Parameters’ button

Click on the Add button then copy and paste the WMS URL (see figure below).

Figure 53

Pasting the WMS URL into Google Earth

You are now able to select layers to add to the viewer.

2.5 ArcMap
The ArcMap option will allow a user to open ArcMap (if installed) and display the WMS.
Choose the ArcMap option from ArcGIS REST Services (see figure below).

Figure 54

Choosing the ‘ArcMap’ option from ArcGIS REST Services

If you select Open from the window shown in the figure below, ArcMap should open with the
WMS map layer, depending on the program associated with the file type (you may need to
set the file type via Control Panel). Alternatively, you may save the layer file and add to an
ArcMap session.

Figure 55

Opening or saving a map in ArcMap

In ArcMap, the WMS should appear in the Table of Contents (TOC). If there is a broken
link, you will need to manually add the WMS as described later in this section.
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Click on the plus symbol in the TOC to reveal the layers that comprise the layer file (see
figure below).

Figure 56

WMS showing in the ‘Table of Contents’

Instead of using the zoom button to view layers, you can right-click on a layer of interest and
zoom directly to that layer, as shown in the figure below.

Figure 57

Zooming to a layer in a WMS

The ArcMap Identify tool can be used to click on a point within a layer to reveal the
attributes for that location. The attributes may be for a polygon or a raster cell (as shown in
the figure below).

Figure 58

Using the ‘Identify’ tool in ArcMap
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Alternatively, you may add the WMS service to an ArcMap session.
As shown previously in Section 2.3, copy the WMS URL from ArcGIS REST Services (see
figures below).

Figure 59

Connecting to WMS from the ArcGIS REST Services Directory

Figure 60

URL of WMS

Go to Catalog and navigate to GIS Servers, then double-click Add WMS Server (see figure
below).

Figure 61

Adding a WMS in ArcMap

The Add WMS Server form opens. Paste the WMS URL into the box and remove any ‘POST
requests’ (i.e. all text after ‘/WMSServer?’ – see the highlighted text in the figure below). The
URL should follow the syntax in the example on the form. Click on the Get Layers button.

Figure 62

Removing a POST request from the WMS URL
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The layers that comprise the WMS are listed (see figure below). Note the information shown
for each layer as selected, such as the display scale. Click OK.

Figure 63

Layers showing for a WMS and clicking the ‘OK’ button

The WMS and its layers now appear under GIS Servers (see figure below).

Figure 64

GIS Servers showing WMS layers

Serving your data through a Web Feature Service (WFS) allows any application that can
work with web services to access geographic features from your map or geodatabase.
Unlike the OGC Web Map Service (WMS) that returns an image of a map, the WFS returns
actual features with geometry and attributes that clients can use in any type of geospatial
analysis. WFS also supports filters that allow users to perform spatial and attribute queries
on the data.
In addition, you can use WFS to work with a subset of the map data instead of downloading
the full dataset. Users may find this useful when intending to work with map data for their
study area. As explained in the following section, you can define the geographical
boundaries on-screen.
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As shown previously in Section 2.3, copy the WFS URL from ArcGIS REST Services (if
available) (see figures below).

Figure 65

Connecting to WFS from the ArcGIS REST Services Directory

Figure 66

WFS URL

The WFS URL may also be provided as a resource that is separate from ArcGIS REST
Services (see figure below). Select GO TO RESOURCE.

Figure 67

WFS is available outside of ArcGIS REST Services as a separate resource

In ArcMap, select the Catalog button (see figure below).

Figure 68

Selecting the ‘Catalog’ button

Double-click on Add Interoperability Connection to open the Interoperability Connection
form and click on the Parameters button (see figure below).

Figure 69

‘Interoperability Connection’ form for WFS and clicking the ‘Parameters’ button
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Paste the WFS web address into the URL box (see figure below).

Figure 70

‘WFS Connection’ Parameters

Click on the ellipsis beside Feature Types, and tick the box for the available feature type(s)
(opens in a new popup window). Note in the Figure 71 screenshot that there is a limit on the
maximum number of features displayed, in this case, 30000. This is necessary for
performance requirements. You may need to reduce this value if the WFS is too slow to load.

Figure 71

Selecting WFS Feature Types

The feature type now appears under the WFS Connection (see figure below). You can drag
and drop into the ArcMap TOC or follow the method shown in ArcGIS Help:

Figure 72

Example of a WFS feature type
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If there are a substantial number of records, such as 30000 in this example, a window for
indexing of data records appears (see figure below).

Figure 73

Indexing of WFS features

In line with this example, after indexing is completed, the WFS for Border Rivers
Gwydir/Namoi is listed in the TOC. If you tick the display box it should look like the figure
below.

Figure 74

Example of an initial display of WFS features

Note that as the number of records is limited, the full map will not be displayed. It is not
recommended to increase the number of records as this may seriously affect performance.
Instead, you may need to reduce the number of records; however, you can change where
the records are shown by following the steps below.
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1. By entering coordinates for a bounding box
Right-click on the WFS Connection folder in Catalog, then open Connection Properties
(see figure below).

Figure 75

Accessing WFS ‘Connection Properties’

This will open the Interoperability Connection Properties form. Click Parameters (see
figure below).

Figure 76

Clicking on ‘Parameters’ on the ‘Interoperability Connection Properties’ form

The WFS (Web Feature Service) Parameters form opens. Scroll down to the bottom of the
form and enter the coordinates for your area of interest (AOI) (see figure below). Ensure the
coordinates match the WFS, in this example geographic. Click OK to return to
Interoperability Connection Properties form, then click OK again.

Figure 77

Entering coordinates for a geographical area within the WFS
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Drag and drop the WFS feature to the ArcMap TOC window, then check its box to display it.
The records for this AOI are now added to the display (see figure below).

Figure 78

WFS data added for user-defined area of interest (AOI)

2. By zooming in to your AOI first, then adding the WFS feature
With this approach, ArcMap consumes the WFS dynamically (data is transferred as the
viewing extent changes).
In the example below, an AOI is situated at the western extremity of the WFS extent. Zoom
into this area (see figure below).
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Figure 79

Defining an AOI on-screen

Figure 80

The AOI, zoomed in

Open Catalog then add another Interoperability Connection (see figure below).

Figure 81

Adding another WFS Connection
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Navigate to the WFS (Web Feature Service) Parameters form. Ensure the URL and
Feature Types are populated with the same WFS parameters as before. Leave Max
Features as 30000. Click on the ellipsis beside Numeric Identifier Attribute (see figure
below).

Figure 82

WFS Parameters and clicking on the ellipsis beside ‘Numeric Identifier Attribute’

Scroll down to Use Search Envelope and uncheck the box to ensure search coordinates
are not being used (see figure below).

Figure 83

Unchecking the box for ‘Use Search Envelope’

In the Select Numeric Identifiers form, select OBJECTID from the drop-down list (see
figure below). Click on OK to return to WFS (Web Feature Service) Parameters form, then
OK to return the Interoperability Connection form. Click OK again.

Figure 84

Selecting ‘OBJECTID’ field as the numeric identifier attribute
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Drag and drop the feature into the TOC, then open the map. The display should now show
the records for the AOI (see figure below).

Figure 85

WFS for an AOI

Note that the records will only display while zoomed in to the current viewing extent, or if you
use the pan button to adjust the display. If you zoom away from the AOI these records will
no longer be displayed.
You may also use XML filters to perform spatial or attribute queries on the WFS and return
the specified records. The following example shows how to retrieve records that have a
PCTID equal to 27.
Open the Interoperability Connection Properties form, then the WFS (Web Feature
Service) Parameters form. Click on the ellipsis beside XML Filter Expression (see figure
below).

Figure 86

Accessing the ‘XML Filter Expression’ form
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In the XML Filter Expression form, enter the following code (see figure below), then click
OK to return to the previous form. Click OK until all forms are closed.

Figure 87

Example of an XML filter expression
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Drag and drop the WFS feature to the TOC and tick to display it. All records with a PCTID of
27 are returned (up to 30000 records). Since you are only dealing with a subset of records,
you may be able to increase the limit (with caution). The polygons with a PCTID of 27 are
shown in the figure below.

Figure 88

Results of applying an XML filter expression

Further information on XML filters may be obtained from the links below:
http://server.arcgis.com/en/server/latest/publish-services/windows/communicating-with-awfs-service-in-a-web-browser.htm
http://docs.geoserver.org/stable/en/user/filter/function_reference.html
The feature added to ArcMap behaves in a similar way to a feature class. You can access
the attributes, change display symbology, and include the WFS feature in GIS analysis.
You may also export the WFS feature to a shapefile or feature class. Right-click on the WFS
layer in the TOC, then select Data followed by Export Data… (see figure below).

Figure 89

Exporting a WFS via ArcMap
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Alternatively, select the WFS To Feature Class tool from ArcToolbox, then enter the WFS
URL. Again, remove the text after WFSServer? (highlighted in the figure below). Ensure the
output location is a geodatabase.

Figure 90

Exporting a WFS via ArcToolbox

2.6 ArcGIS Explorer
ArcGIS Explorer is a free viewer previously available from the ESRI Website. If you have
this legacy viewer installed, you can select the ArcGIS Explorer option (see figure below)
from the ArcGIS REST Services page. You can then open the application to display the
WMS, or save to file.
If there is a broken link, you will need to manually add the WMS as described later in this
section.

Figure 91

Selecting the ‘ArcGIS Explorer’ option from ArcGIS REST Services

Again, you have the option to open or save to file (see figure below). You may need to use
Zoom to.

Figure 92

Opening or saving in the ArcGIS Explorer popup

To zoom in, use the mouse scroll wheel.
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Aside from data display, you have limited tools available in ArcExplorer. You can inquire on
attributes by clicking on a polygon in the map view. This will retrieve a list of ‘features’. Each
feature corresponds to a data layer used to construct the WMS. In the example below there
were three datasets used.

Figure 93

WMS example in the ‘Contents’ pane

To reveal the attributes for a feature, click on the feature in the list. The example below
shows the attributes for plant community type (PCT) raster (pixel value = 56).

Figure 94

Example of attributes of a WMS layer

You can connect to a WMS within ArcGIS Explorer by clicking on Add Content and then
selecting GIS Services (see figure below).

Figure 95

Connecting to a WMS within ArcGIS Explorer
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The Add GIS Service form opens. Select WMS as the server type and paste the WMS URL
into the box. Check that the URL has the XML request removed (highlighted in the example
shown below). Click Next.

Figure 96

Deleting XML request from the ‘Add GIS Service’ form

The layers that comprise the WMS are now listed, as shown below. You may then proceed
to select layers by left-clicking (use the shift key for multiple selections) to add to the
Contents pane.

Figure 97

WMS layers in the GIS service
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The WMS layers are now available for display (see figure below).

Figure 98

WMS layers now added to ArcGIS Explorer

The layers are now added to the Contents pane.

2.7 QGIS
QGIS is a free and open source geographic information system (GIS). It is effective to use
with both WMS and WFS.
As discussed in Section 2.5, serving your data through a WFS allows any application that
can work with web services to access geographic features from your map or geodatabase.
Unlike the OGC Web Map Service (WMS) that returns an image of a map, WFS returns
actual features with geometry and attributes that clients can use in any type of geospatial
analysis. WFS also supports filters that allow users to perform spatial and attribute queries
on the data.
In addition, you can use WFS to work with a subset of the map data instead of downloading
the full dataset. Users may find this useful when intending to work with map data for their
study area. As explained in the following section, you can define the geographical
boundaries on-screen.
As mentioned in the Quick Start Guide, if WFS is enabled then the REST Service will show it
on the top-left corner of the browser window (see figure below).

Figure 99

Accessing WFS from the ArcGIS REST Services Directory

You can then click on the link to open a window with XML code. Copy the web address. The
following example relates to the Border Rivers Gwydir/Namoi QuickView map. Click on this
link to open the XML webpage or copy the link:
https://mapprod1.environment.nsw.gov.au/arcgis/services/VIS/Vegetation_BRG_NamoiSVM
_v2p1_PCT_E_4467/MapServer/WFSServer?request=GetCapabilities&service=WFS
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After opening QGIS, it is recommended that you first add a WMS, then zoom in to a smaller
geographical area, before adding the WFS layer. This should restrict the volume of data
served over the internet.
The WMS URL can be copied by clicking on WMS at the top of the REST Services
Directory window, then copying the web address from the new window (see figure below).

Figure 100 Connecting to WMS from the ArcGIS REST Services Directory

The address is shown below:
https://mapprod1.environment.nsw.gov.au/arcgis/services/VIS/Vegetation_BRGNSVM_v2p0
_Raster5m_PCT_E_4681/MapServer/WMSServer?request=GetCapabilities&service=WMS
In QGIS, click on the Add WMS/WMTS Layer icon (see figure below).

Figure 101 Adding a WMS

Select New from the WMS form shown below.

Figure 102 Selecting ‘New’ on the WMS ‘Add Layer’ form
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A new form opens. Enter a name for the WMS connection, then copy and paste the URL.
Click OK (see figure below).

Figure 103 ‘Create a new WMS connection’ form

You will be returned to the Add Layer(s) form. The WMS connection is now listed. Click on
the Connect button (see figure below).

Figure 104 Connecting to a WMS
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The WMS layers are now listed. You can select them all or individually. In this case, the
vegetation formations are highlighted and thus selected. Click Add (see figure below).

Figure 105 Adding layers from a WMS

Go back to the Add Layers form and add the remaining layers. Alternatively, left-click
multiple layers using the shift key.
The layer at the top of the Layers Panel (or TOC) will display first, in this case, vegetation
formations (see figures below).

Figure 106 ‘Layers Panel’ showing WMS layers
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Figure 107 Map showing vegetation formations

Adjust the zoom scale to 1:5000 and turn off Vegetation Formations to display PCTs and
their labels. Note that you will need to adjust the transparency of Labels to about 50% to
view the PCT data (see figure below).

Figure 108 Adjusting the zoom level on the ‘View Scale’ menu
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The display should resemble the one below.

Figure 109 PCT (raster) and labels

Now that you have zoomed into a small area, you can add WFS features. Select the Add
WFS Layer icon (see figure below).

Figure 110 Selecting the ‘Add WFS Layer’ icon
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Select New from the Add WFS Layer from a Server form (see figure below).

Figure 111 Selecting ‘New’ on the ‘Add WFS Layer from a Server’ form

Another form opens. Enter a name for the WFS Connection, then enter the WFS URL
(copy/paste from REST Services), then click OK (see figure below).

Figure 112 ‘Create a new WFS Connection’ form
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Select Connect on the Add WFS Layer from a Server form (see figure below).

Figure 113 Connecting to a WFS

The WFS layer should display in the form (see figure below). Ensure the box is crossed that
causes only features overlapping the current extent to be displayed (to minimise data served
over the network), then click Add.

Figure 114 WFS showing in the ‘Add WFS Layer from a Server’ form
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The WFS will now be added to the QGIS display. By clicking on the + sign in the Browser
Panel, you can expand to see what services have been added, such as for WMS and WFS
(see figure below).

Figure 115 WMS and WFS showing in the ‘Browser Panel’

The WFS feature can be used in GIS analysis; for example, you may use the Identify
Features tool to click on the display to reveal the attributes at that location (see figure
below).

Figure 116 Selecting the ‘Identify Features’ tool
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The figure below shows the attributes for a polygon after clicking on an area on the map.

Figure 117 Attributes for a polygon of a WFS layer

You may also carry out a query on the feature’s attributes to reveal where an attribute value
(e.g. PCT ID) is located. The following are steps in searching and displaying a PCT.
First, click on the Open Attribute Table icon (see figure below).

Figure 118 Selecting the ‘Open Attribute Table’ icon
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The attributes are displayed as shown below.

Figure 119 Attribute table

You may scroll through the table to find relevant records, or use a SQL-like expression to
perform queries. Click on the icon as shown below.

Figure 120 Clicking on the ‘Select features using an expression’ icon
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A new form opens. Expand the + sign for Fields and Values to show the attribute field
names (see figure below).

Figure 121 Expanding ‘Fields and Values’ to show the attribute field names

You can double-click on a field name to add to the expression. PCTID was selected in the
example below.

Figure 122 Selecting an attribute field for an expression
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You may either manually type in an attribute value, or retrieve all (or a sample) of the values
for that attribute. The latter approach is useful if you don’t know what values are available.
To see all of the values, click on the all unique button (see figure below).

Figure 123 Using the ‘all unique’ button to load all of the attribute values

Select an operator then double-click the relevant attribute value. The example below shows
a query on all PCT IDs with a value of 408. Click Select.

Figure 124 Example of an attribute query
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The selected records are now highlighted in yellow on the map (see figure below).

Figure 125 Results of the attribute query (yellow highlighting)

You can then use the Identify Features tool (see figures below) to examine the attributes for
a highlighted polygon.

Figure 126 Results from the ‘Identify Features’ tool
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You can save the WFS by right-clicking on the layer in the Layers Panel, then selecting
Save As… (see figure below). This will open a form whereby you have several formats to
choose from, including shapefile.

Figure 127 Saving a WFS layer

The above is only a subset of GIS tasks that can be performed. For more information, please
refer to the QGIS Tutorials and Tips.

2.8 Querying spatial web services
Advanced users or developers can add a spatial query to the URL of a WMS, to return
feature objects (geometry and attributes) that satisfy the query. The ESRI-leaflet javascript
library may be helpful in constructing the query.
The results are presented as a JSON string, viewable in a browser or text editor. JSON
plugins are available if needed to format the string.
The following examples are based on the ESRI Map Service, which is simpler to query than
a WMS. To see the results in a GIS (see figures below), the output JSON string was copied
and saved to a file (with .json extension), then imported into ArcGIS via the JSON To
Features tool.

Example 1
•

Service Type: ESRI Map Service

•

Query: Get the Mitchell Landscape for a given lat/long

•

URL (with query):

https://mapprod1.environment.nsw.gov.au/arcgis/rest/services/EDP/MitchellLandscapes/Ma
pServer/0/query?geometry=146.8758773803711,36.047155868712984&geometryType=esriGeometryPoint&spatialRel=esriSpatialRelIntersec
ts&outFields=LandscapeName&returnGeometry=false&f=pjson
Comments:
•

Overarching info about the service can be found here
https://mapprod1.environment.nsw.gov.au/arcgis/rest/services/EDP/MitchellLandscapes
/MapServer
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•

Pass in the layer number (0 in the example because there is only 1 layer in the map
service).
Note that a map service can contain multiple layers.

•

Use the ‘query’ endpoint for the service.

•

Pass in a geometry object, in this case, a point.

•

Find those features that intersect.

•

Get the LandscapeName field from the data.

•

Do not return the geometry (high data volume and not needed in this case).

Results of query:

Figure 128

PCT names returned by query

Example 2
•

Service Type: ESRI Map Service

•

Query: Get all the PCT Numbers within a bounding box

•

URL (with query):

https://mapprod1.environment.nsw.gov.au/arcgis/rest/services/VIS/Vegetation_RiverinaSVM
_v1p2_PCT_E_4469/MapServer/0/query?returnGeometry=false&where=1=1&outSr=4326&
outFields=PCTName&inSr=4326&geometry={"xmin":146.46148681640625,"ymin":34.99850370014628,"xmax":146.4642333984375,"ymax":34.99625375979014,"spatialReference":{"wkid":4326}}&geometryType=esriGeometryEnvelo
pe&spatialRel=esriSpatialRelIntersects&f=json
Comments:
•

Overarching info about the service can be found here
https://mapprod1.environment.nsw.gov.au/arcgis/rest/services/VIS/Vegetation_Riverina
SVM_v1p2_PCT_E_4469/MapServer

•

Pass in the layer number (0 in the example because there is only 1 layer in the map
service).
Note that a map service can contain multiple layers.

•

Use the ‘query’ endpoint for the service.

•

Pass in a geometry object, in this case, an envelope of interest.

•

Find those features that intersect.

•

Get the PCTName field for the feature.

•

Do not return the geometry (high data volume and not needed in this case).
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Results of query (top 14 rows, of 923):

Figure 129 PCT names returned by query (top 14 rows displayed)

Example 3
•

Service Type: ESRI Map Service

•

Query: Get all the polygons within a bounding box

•

URL (with query):

https://mapprod1.environment.nsw.gov.au/arcgis/rest/services/VIS/Vegetation_RiverinaSVM
_v1p2_PCT_E_4469/MapServer/0/query?returnGeometry=true&where=1=1&outSr=4326&o
utFields=PCTName&inSr=4326&geometry={%22xmin%22:146.46148681640625,%22ymin
%22:-34.99850370014628,%22xmax%22:146.4642333984375,%22ymax%22:34.99625375979014,%22spatialReference%22:{%22wkid%22:4326}}&geometryType=esriG
eometryEnvelope&spatialRel=esriSpatialRelIntersects&f=json
Comments:
•

Overarching info about the service can be found here
https://mapprod1.environment.nsw.gov.au/arcgis/rest/services/VIS/Vegetation_Riverina
SVM_v1p2_PCT_E_4469/MapServer

•

Pass in the layer number (0 in the example because there is only 1 layer in the map
service).
Note that a map service can contain multiple layers.

•

Use the ‘query’ endpoint for the service.

•

Pass in a geometry object, in this case, an envelope of interest.

•

Find those features that intersect.

•

Get the PCTName field for the feature.

•

The geometry is needed in this case.
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Results of query:

Figure 130 PCT polygons returned by query
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Glossary
ArcGIS REST Service – REST is the acronym for Representational State Transfer, which is
an architecture for sharing information through the use of simple HTTP protocols. ArcGIS is
a geographic information system (GIS) software package.
Keyhole Markup Language (KML) – a file format for the display of geographical data in
browsers such as Google Earth.
Open Geospatial Compliant (OGC) web services – web services that are compliant with
OGC standards. Software developers use these standards for their products and services.
Quickview maps – simplified versions of the vegetation maps which only contain a subset
of the attributes available. They are easier to navigate than the more detailed vegetation
maps. They cover the entire region, whereas the vegetation maps are supplied as 1:100,00
map sheets.
Web Feature Service (WFS) – a protocol for serving geographical features over the web.
This includes feature geometry and attributes.
Web Map Service (WMS) – a simple HTTP interface for serving geo-registered map images
from a geospatial database.
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